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2020-2021 was a challenging year in
terms of public health and managing
sanitary measures associated with the
pandemic. We were all called upon to
make numerous adjustments,
including in the way we provided our
services to our community.

Despite all constraints, our
organization kept moving forward and
doing the work related to our mission
and our vision. We quickly set up an
internal committee aimed at ensuring
service continuity during the
pandemic, compliance with sanitary
measures dictated by the public
health authorities and the different
departments that provided our
funding, and appropriate operating
protocols to protect our employees
and clients while we delivered our
services. We maintained our offer of
both in-person and virtual services as
necessary in order to be there for our
community, which itself underwent
numerous challenges.

01 What's New
at Valoris

ENSURING
SERVICE

CONTINUITY
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2020-2021 was the driver of
significant future transformations
that will affect certain activity
sectors under our responsibility,
including the redesign of child
welfare. This work was initiated by
the Ministry of Children, Community
and Social Services, whose vision is
for an Ontario where every child and
youth receives the support they
need to succeed and thrive. This
redesign will change the way things
are done in this activity sector,
including ensuring closer
cooperation among partners
involved in providing services for
children and youth.

CHILD WELFAREA CHALLENGING YEAR

Work is also well underway on the
overhaul of adult development
services. Provincial consultations
are taking place to help the Ministry
develop a reference framework that
will guide the upcoming steps over
the next several years. The vision
for the future of this reform focuses
on people and how to improve their
integration into the community and
enable them to live a fulfilling life.

INTEGRATING ADULTS
INTO SOCIETY



While the province strategizes, we have been busy realigning our
services, and ended up with a new structure that was formalized on
January 16, 2021. Several people in the organization, including staff,
managers and directors, were involved in the colossal effort to
implement this structure, whose main objective is to facilitate the
application of integrated services. The ultimate goal is to simplify
access to our numerous services, some of which are not always well
known, and thereby ensure that people who turn to us for help do not
have to reiterate their needs to various professionals.

We were also very active in our involvement in the community,
including taking part in the United Counties of Prescott and Russell
(UCPR) advisory committee developing a regional community safety
and well-being plan. We also took part in this year’s landmark UCPR
advisory committee on successful aging led by the United Way.

We are also one of the partners in  the Rockland Youth Wellness Hub
for youth seeking a wide range of mental health services offered by
different organizations in our community, again with the aim of
facilitating access to services for this population.

We are part of the Kids Come First team of more than
60 partners, all working to develop an innovative mental
health service for children, youth and their families in
the Champlain region. 
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REALIGNING OUR SERVICES

A TEAM EFFORT

OVER 50
SERVICES
OFFERED IN
THE PRESCOTT-
RUSSELL
REGION



THANK YOU!

Working with children, youth, families and adults calls for a wide range of
partners, and this is an ideal opportunity to highlight the work of our foster
families and family-type resources all of whom faced significant challenges
during the pandemic, but always kept their sights on the well-being of those
living under their roofs. We want to make a special note of their commitment and
solid collaboration throughout what was a rather difficult year for everyone.
Thank you.

Hélène Fournier
Executive Director

Gilles Clavelle
President of the Board of Directors
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

To our partners

We also want to thank the members of our
Board of Directors, who have given their all to
support the organization’s mission and vision.
They were always there, and dedicated a
great deal of their time to ensuring that our
organization actively responded to its
obligations and was fully involved in our
community. Thank you.

To our Board of Directors

A very special thanks to every Valoris
employee who managed to face many
challenges over the past year. They never
wavered in their commitment to the people
they serve, despite the numerous stay-at-
home orders and the challenges brought on
by their multiple roles. Never did they lose
sight of the important and essential work we
do, and for that, they deserve a very special
mention.

To our staff



employees
(at March 31, 2021)

380

2020-2021
in Numbers

Valoris is a professional
integrated social service
organization. It is
recognized for its clinical
performance and innovation
among its clients and its
community, and throughout
Ontario.
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FILES BY SERVICE CENTRE

MAKING IT THROUGH THE PANDEMIC
Our offices remained open, and our staff were available to
support families. However, during the provincial lockdowns,
we had to adjust our offer of services to comply with the
sanitary measures and find different ways of reaching the
community.

To be of service to vulnerable
persons in Prescott-Russell
by supporting them in their
families and by facilitating
their integration in the
community.

117 ADULTS
with developmental
disabilities benefited from
our residential services.

108 NEW
requests for services
related to gender-based
violence.

120 ADULTS
with developmental
disabilities benefited from
our community services.
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VISIONMISSION

Clarence-Rockland

Embrun

Hawkesbury

34%

31%

35%

3,585 persons

services

6,186 individual
or group

received

559

95 children in Valoris
care at March 31,
2021

new offers of mental
health services for
children and youth
aged 0 to 17 years

360 YOUTH
with special needs
received adapted services.



Valoris in
Motion03

In 2017, we conducted a review of our internal structure. The aim was to identify
its strengths and challenges, and to propose a plan for improving what worked
less well and maintaining the aspects that worked. Upon completing job
evaluations (June 2019), a new vision was proposed for the structure. The vision
was implemented in January 2021, when Valoris formalized the new service
structure. That structure is based on the notion of an organization that provides
quality services and stands out for the leadership provided by all of its
employees.

More than ever, we are focused on a simplified service process, standardization
among services and a facilitated and accessible integrated service offer. This
enables our professionals to offer assistance that is 100% adapted to each
person’s needs.

NEW STRUCTURE AT VALORIS

With the new service structure, we
revised several Valoris position titles.
The new position titles were designed
and introduced from the point of view
of the persons receiving support.
They highlight the notion of
assistance rather than that of
organization-beneficiary. The position
titles reflect Valoris’ solid
commitment to providing assistance
and tools in a human relationship of
equal to equal.

NEW POSITION TITLES
Thanks to this new service structure,
anyone requiring assistance is quickly
directed to the appropriate services.
From the inside, the new structure
clarifies the roles and processes, and
offers professionals more flexibility in
how they do their work. Because at
the end of the day, if it’s easy for our
staff, it will also be easy for the
people receiving our services.

SIMPLIFIED PROCESS
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EN RECHERCHE CONSTANTE D'AMÉLIORATION

In December 2021, Valoris wrapped up a three-year Triple P (Positive Parenting
Program) project funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation. Thanks to the
funding provided and a lot of hard work by our teams, we managed to accredit
more than 137 professionals in Prescott-Russell working with children and
youth. More than 870 people benefited from the program offered in the UCPR,
including an online program to facilitate access. A success at every step!

TRIPLE P

2020-21 left its mark in our
communities through the debates
around equity, diversity and
inclusivity (EDI). From the violent
arrest and murder of George Perry
Floyd Jr., to the femicides of 128
women and girls in Canada, 30 of

A YEAR OF
REFLECTION
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INNOVATING TO SUPPORT
The pandemic affected our everyday lives, but also provided the
opportunity to review how we delivered different activities for
adults in the community. The organization made good use of
technology to keep supporting adults and help expand their
personal networks through new virtual workshops! Exercise
groups, cooking classes, coffee groups, meditation workshops
and much more. Several Valoris employees and parents of adults
speak highly of this new approach, which the organization has
continued to pursue.

them Indigenous, and the daily struggles of the many LGBTQ2S+ groups, these
situations all compelled us to delve deeper into the concept of privilege and the
challenges of inclusion and equality within our own communities. At Valoris, our
EDI committee pursued its activities throughout the year, giving all of our
employees the opportunity to be exposed to key social issues that influence our
everyday actions and decisions. The EDI committee prepares materials to
increase in-house awareness, and addresses issues of equity, diversity and
inclusivity both internally for our employees and in regard to the services we
offer. At Valoris, we are proud of the work we do, even as we remain mindful of
all that still remains to be done. We will keep it up as long as necessary.



The organization set up vaccination clinics for
employees, and provided information and
resources to adults, families and youth in
Prescott-Russell about COVID-19 vaccination.
Many Valoris employees have already received at
least one dose of the vaccine, and the
percentage of fully vaccinated staff continues to
rise weekly. 

A Year of
Resilience04

INNOVATING TO ADAPT
POST-COVID COMMITTEE
The COVID-19 pandemic forced us,
individually and as an organization, to
adapt our approaches. In this regard,
Valoris launched a post-COVID
committee to take stock of the lessons
learned and propose new or hybrid
initiatives that could be considered once
things start returning to normal. Several
recommendations were made in terms of
the offer of service, the workplace,
schedules and time management, the use
of technology, meeting forums, means of
communication, and the work
environment.

RELAUNCH COMMITTEE
During the pandemic, Valoris set up a relaunch
and service continuity committee to coordinate
the organization’s activities. This committee
helped Valoris adjust to the new reality.
Protocols, safety measures and procedures were
quickly put in place to design the best possible
means of operating and ensuring the safety of
employees and the people served. This
committee guided, and continues to guide, the
organization on the path of a gradual return to
normal in accordance with the instructions issued
by the Eastern Ontario Health Unit.
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VACCINATION OF
EMPLOYEES AND FAMILIES



05 Our Affiliated
Agencies

valorsolutions.ca
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SKILLS SYSTEM
The clinical team offered workshops to four
Skills System groups during the year. This
program has been tremendously successful
and offers a range of tools to help individuals
to effectively regulate their emotions. 

HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
WORKSHOPS 
Valor & Solutions has developed training
modules where participants will learn more
about healthy relationships in a safe
environment. These will be offered next year. 

Valor & Solutions offers bilingual specialized services to adults with an intellectual
disability or dual diagnosis who present challenging behaviours and/or complex medical
needs. During the 2020-2021 year, 316 adults received these services. 

Valor & Solutions also has a project management team that specializes in the
coordination, the planning and the management of professional training in the field of
human services and management. 

PROJECTS... 
LOTS OF PROJECTS!
In 2020-2021, we led organizational projects
for community partners such as Valoris,
Interlude House, Valoris Foundation, TPSC,
Forum Régional, SDG Children's Aid Society,
and ODSN. 

245 DAYS
of training

3,757 PARTICIPANTS

5,964 REGISTRATIONS
for training

DIDACTE PLATFORM 
Valor & Solutions has developed an
online training platform for all Valoris
employees, foster families and
volunteers to support the needs
related to the health restrictions of the
pandemic. The platform has enabled
the organization to offer more than 75
online trainings and currently hosts
over 600 users. 

https://valorsolutions.ca/en/


A NETWORK OF
SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

groupeconvexpr.ca
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A FEW NEW INITIATIVES

ECONOMY AND COMMUNITY
It is by blending “business” and “social”
that businesses can meet the needs of
the market and our communities. In so
doing, Groupe Convex not only foster
economic development, but also the
region’s community development.

Groupe Convex aspires to fulfil its
mission by positioning itself as an engine
of economic growth, an employer of
choice and a social powerhouse!

Recycle-Action
Casselman Woodshop
Café Le Plateau
Café Bistro
Prescott-Russell Packaging
Express Net
The Harvesters

140 PEOPLE
Job opportunities for approximately

with a range of skills and talents

Launch of a vegetable production farm in
Plantagenet.

Addition of a new human resource
advisor position to help develop
employment opportunities with
private partners. 

A YEAR TO GROW
After a turbulent year that saw many
businesses forced to temporarily shut
down even as others were in high
demand, we can attest to the strength of
our network and the quality of our people.
Despite all the constraints we faced and
adjustments we made, we came through
the pandemic stronger and, after a
strategic planning exercise, ready to
redeploy.

We are very proud to have been able to
keep offering quality jobs despite the
pandemic. Our pride and success are in
large part due to how everyone in
Groupe Convex contributed in terms of
ingenuity, resilience, willingness to adapt
and tolerance. We also thank our
business partners with whom we
strengthened our relationships. It was a
matter of helping each other get through
this year amid multiple challenges.

https://valorsolutions.ca/en/


16 SCHOLARSHIPS
adding up to $7,000

$24,000 
for the Valoris
Christmas Elves
Campaign

GRAND TOTAL OF                           FUNDS RAISED$60,000

valorispr.ca/en/foundation/

FUNDRAISING

The purpose of the Valoris Foundation is to foster personal growth, community leadership
and the social inclusion of children, youth, families and adults in the communities of
Prescott-Russell.

The Valoris Foundation Fundraising and Charity Committee reacted swiftly to provincial
instructions related to the COVID-19 global pandemic, adapting its operations and fundraising
operations to virtual mode.

The Property Management Committee focused mainly on maintaining the properties owned by
the Valoris Foundation, including residences for adults with intellectual disabilities, Valoris and
Valor & Solutions service centres, and Groupe Convex properties. The committee ensures that
residences are adapted to meet the needs of each person to enhance their quality of life and
facilitate their social integration. A special mention to the property maintenance staff, who worked
diligently throughout this pandemic to impeccably maintain the service centres in an effort to
minimize the risk of contagion.
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$9,400 IN
DONATIONS
to the community

Two non-perishable food drives for local
food banks.

Mother’s Day and Father’s Day fundraisers,
in May and June 2020, in partnership with
local businesses.

The very first family walk/run fundraiser for
the Valoris Christmas Elves Campaign.

https://valorsolutions.ca/en/


Financial
Data06 Valoris for Children and Adults of
Prescott-Russell
Non-consolidated statement of operations
(summary) year ended March 31, 2021
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Recovery of expenses
Other grants
Family allowances/Benefits
Rent from residents
Interest
Transfer to deferred contributions (Note 8)
Other revenues

4 992 436
596 969
664 866
763 601

23 008
(126 618)

552 785

4 418 596
847 109
725 860
779 683

75 427
-

767 679

Expenses
Adult Development (Schedules 1 to 5)
Child Welfare (Schedules 6 to 8)
Child and Youth Mental Health (Schedules 9 and 18)
Child Development (Schedules 10 to 14)
Gender-Based Violence (Schedules 15 and 16)
COVID-19 (Schedules 19 to 28)
Common services to programs (Schedule 29)
Amortization of capital assets

 
20 444 589
14 299 398

3 497 755
2 168 683

311 133
1 941 439
4 177 067

330 336

 
20 207 832
15 054 226

3 612 476
2 038 731

311 186
-

4 253 856
346 425

Financing of net expenses
Grants - gross amounts
Current year - Province of Ontario

Contributions from deferred revenues
Contributions to Valoris Foundation of Prescott -
Russell for capital assets
Contributions to Valoris Foundation of Prescott -
Russell for minor capital
Transfer to deferred contributions (Note 8)
Amortization of deferred contributions related to
capital assets (Note 8)

 
39 773 321

 
124 267

 
-
 

(37 346)
(32 670)

 
330 336

 
37 561 434 

 
175 759

 
(25 875)

 
(13 700)
(82 875)

 
346 425

2021 2020

47 170 400 45 824 732

7 467 047 7 614 354

39 703 353 38 210 378

40 157 908 37 961 168

322 006 (249 210)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the non-consolidated financial statements.

Net expenses

Reimbursement due to the Ministry (132 549) -

Excess (deficiency) of financing over expenses



Financial
Data
Valor & Solutions
Professional and Community Developmental Services
Statement of operations and changes in net assets year ended March 31, 2021 
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Revenues
Grants

Valoris for Children and Adults of Prescott-Russell - Regular
Valoris for Children and Adults of Prescott-Russell - Other

Training
Internal
External

Valor Press
Interest

 
 

2 221 271
183 262

 
288 551
202 751

20 962
4 406

 
 

2 141 748
67 960

 
286 982

84 855
17 004
13 271

Expenses
Purchased services - clients
Purchased services - non-clients
Administration
Program support
Insurance
Employee benefits
Travelling
Training and conference
Office supplies
Supplies for training sessions
Trainers fees
Professional fees
Rent and occupancy costs
Pensions
Programs
Advertising
Salaries
Technology

 
336 565
318 052
287 654

96 912
14 683

211 215
3 536
6 511

80 287
40 288
88 100
12 571

117 710
109 500

974
18 625

1 142 734
17

 
456 026

32 472
275 676
105 182

11 325
219 379

30 624
10 095
52 655

118 561
75 775
12 279

118 941
109 700

1 073
32 559

1 118 663
-
 

2021 2020

2 921 203 2 611 820

2 885 934 2 780 985

The accompanying notes and schedules are an integral part of the financial statements.

Expense recoveries (207 468) (141 704)

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses
Net assets, beginning of year

242 737
404 485

(27 461)
431 946

Net assets, end of year 647 222 404 485

Net expenses 2 678 466 2 639 281



Financial
Data
Valoris Foundation of Prescott-Russell
Statement of operations year ended March 31, 2021
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Expenses
Fundraising activities (Note 13)
Administration
Amortization of capital assets
Employee benefits
Scholarship
Contributions
Expenses - Former Child in Extended Care
Travelling
Maintenance and repairs of buildings
Maintenance and repairs of rolling stock
Training and conference
Office supplies
Bank charges and annual fees
Professional fees
Interest on long-term debt
Buildings operations
Tools and equipment repairs
Advertising and promotion
Salaries

 
48 800
80 200

852 271
118 873

12 857
9 438
5 000

20 834
561 029
277 305

1 512
4 601
1 852

27 895
186 535
518 084

30 117
1 174

471 709

 
126 036
110 894
891 045
123 837

21 955
20 145

5 585
26 227

736 002
320 595

1 418
6 381
1 432

30 837
204 091
574 756

26 238
1 740

536 893

Revenues
Grant - Ontario Housing
Contributions from Valoris for Children and Adults of Prescott-
Russell for minor capital
Rental
Fundraising activities (Note 13)
Donations
Interest
Contingency fund - Former Child in Extended Care
Contingency fund - Foster parents
Amortization of deferred contributions related to capital assets
Expenses recovery
Gain on sale of capital assets

 
26 883

 
9 366

2 444 569
101 033

6 443
5 327
7 183
1 026

286 469
533 709

5 102

 
26 883

 
-

2 453 717
114 236

16 261
10 808

6 869
981

321 228
702 399
125 795

2021 2020

3 427 110 3 779 177

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

3 229 816 3 766 107

Excess of revenues over expenses 197 294 13 070



New visual identity

Easy browsing

Section dedicated to
the Valoris Foundation
Restructuring of content
around topics and
questions of interest to
the community

Empowering
Our Community07

Our new website, launched in
September 2020, is designed
for parents seeking appropriate
services for their children, as
well as for teens and any
community member with more
general questions.

NEW WEBSITE
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The promise of a collaborative
approach, equal to equal, between
Valoris and anyone needing
services. We are there for those
people every step of the way,
bearing in mind the fact that our
job is to help people reclaim the
tools they need to look after
themselves. Because we believe
that everyone has the ability to find
the solutions that work for them.
Working together, standing tall.

NEW BRAND PROMISE
TOGETHER, WE STAND TALL



860 Caron St., Rockland
CLARENCE-ROCKLAND

8 Valoris St., Embrun
EMBRUN

411 Stanley St., Hawkesbury
HAWKESBURY

173 Old Highway 17, Plantagenet
HEAD OFFICE
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Together, We Stand Tall

https://goo.gl/maps/5ffdp1EbreAYPMoRA
https://goo.gl/maps/kDq3a8RFdZMfFRFx6
https://goo.gl/maps/kDq3a8RFdZMfFRFx6
https://goo.gl/maps/kDq3a8RFdZMfFRFx6

